Tracker tundra discontinued

Keep your finger on the pulse of the XR industry with the Daily Roundup, the most important
news in one daily email. Tundra Labs , which makes chips and development kits for devices
which use SteamVR Tracking, is building its own tracking accessory for the tracking
ecosystem. A Kickstarter campaign to fund the project and gather feedback is planned for next
month. This allows the movements of players to be captured and represented more accurately,
giving VR avatars an impressively wide range of motion. As the defacto choice, comparisons to
the Vive Tracker are inevitable; Tundra Labs founder Luke Beno says the Tundra Tracker will
best the incumbent in several ways. With its reduced size and weight, Beno says the Tundra
Tracker will also offer more flexible placement options. The default baseplate has two loops
where a user can thread though a strap or shoe laces. Tundra Labs is also considering other
base plates for different applications, but is waiting to lock down the options until gathering
feedback from potential customers. To that end, Tundra Labs will run a Kickstarter campaign for
the Tundra Tracker, which is planned to start in January with units shipping later in the year.
The plan is to offer multi-port dongles capable of pairing up to three, five, or seven trackers,
respectively. Now we need just decent tracking and more attention to this from hmd creators
and game devs. Then Haptic suits ofc. Cause pcvr users, especially steam ones, are dirt cheap
and demanding. I dont know about you but my Steam tracking is good enough to track the shift
off my ballsâ€¦ How much more do you need? This is long overdue. Vive trackers work well, but
there is sooo much room for improvement. This, exactly. Honestly, what this company promises
should have been done years ago by Valve. Body tracking is a necessity for VR. All they had to
do to have a MAJOR advantage over Oculus was make their trackers better and cheaper, and
include it as part of the headsets instead of an add-on. Being able to hit enemies with your feet,
being able to avoid enemies in a more accurate way, and overall having a better immersionâ€¦. I
have full body tracking, but so far, it is mostly useful for VRChat, where it is a total game
changer. Alyx would not have happened, although they could add the building blocks for
modders to make use of. Since there was no competition, there was no reason to improve them.
Wow, that is a really decent form factorâ€”not at all bulky like the Vive trackers. Very
impressive. Much like a lighthouse sweeps out light for a ship to steer by, in the sea. Devs need
to get on this! I seriously want this to exist already. Imagine the possibilities once you remove
the bulk of the Vive trackers. Devs are most likely scared by it being too niche to worth
supporting. VR as a whole is considered by many a big risk industry and FBT lighthouse is a
small fraction of that niche. Or is using Driver4VR and a kinect to get a a taste of the experience,
which then far more than not eventually turns into getting actual trackers. VRChat singularly
made far more of the VR populous be 6 point tracking capable than it ever would have been
otherwise. This includes those with Rift S and Quests. It it keeps cheaper and more affordable, it
will grow even more. If you could find a game genre that overlaps well with the VRChat crowd, it
would see a ton of use. We need software support. Imagine passthrough passing in your TV,
another person, a phone, etc into VR with this. Even just one of these could have a lot of uses,
and with enough support a bunch of people would pick them up. That could make the G2-HMD
completely Trackable without increasing too much weight with light houses. I think tracking the
controllers and headset with different systems should still be an official use case, but this
definitely needs supporting. It could be useful for lots of things, like you could take your AR
glasses, stream VR to them, and use this to slot it into the Steam tracking system. Great, except
lighthouse is going the way of the dodo sadly, with new headsets only realy supporting
inside-out camera tracking. A single device should last a good number of years before they
NEED to be swapped out for anything else. And full body? Who cares even more? Valve said a
long time ago they would simplify the lighthousebasestations and make them cheaper, well they
did make them more simple, but instead of costing less, they cost moreâ€¦. More requirement to
make sure everything is absolutely perfectly aligned and balanced means more manufacturing
effort and likely time, which extends to the final price. At least it means fewer moving parts.
Well, sorry to say this, all I am is being realistic. Hmâ€¦ only having tried the Quest 2 I have no
comparison material. Sure, it does not track my feet, which could be issue for some
applicationsâ€¦ but as for mainstream, I tend to concur with Andrew. I think, and slightly fear,
that the market will be overrun by the Quest, largely killing the competition unless a major
player like MS or Google steps up to the plate, or Sony comes up with a really good PSVR2. I am
certainly interested in alternatives like the Reverb G2, but stations I would only install if I
perceive a major advantageâ€¦ which I currently o not. Those HMDs still can use full body
tracking with lighthouses. I know a couple of Quest users with full body tracking using the base
stations. The bill of materials could be actually lower than of Vive Tracker or similar. But battery
life could be a problem. The problem there is all tracked elements in a system need to know
where they are in relation to each other. For an inside-out tracking puck, every single tracker is
in its own universe, constantly drifting around where it should be in relation to where all the

other trackers are. Which if you make it so every puck can track every other puck like how
inside-out HMDs track controllers currently, it could work. Unless you get hand controllers
tracking themselves in the room and tracking other objects as well, then you might have a
chance. You make a good point, but advances in CV should mitigate this problem. Facebook
already demoed colocation with multiple Quests with journalists and it worked well enough, yet
they should suffer from exactly the issues you described! AR headsets with all that mixed
reality content will also need very good solutions to automatically locate inside out device in a
known space without manual recalibration every time user enables it. I assume Hololens already
does it. Oh yeah, all those vrchat fatties are ready to shell out money. There are plenty of Quest
owners, WMR owners and Rift S owners who buy lighthouse base stations as an addition to
their headsets. I bought the Vive over the rift S Because of the base stations and the tracking
possibilities. Those dongles will be a huge selling point for me! Count me IN! That would free up
my USB ports like crazy! And only having to worry about the placement of 1 dongle rather than
7??? Heck yeah! I find myself preferring the vive because the tracking just works. I love doing
no look hits because it looks cooler. I got the knuckles controllers and not the index headset
because the vive is wireless. It Just works and it is my go to headset until someone makes base
station tracked headset with better quality that has Wireless capabilities. Because they
justâ€¦work. Again, only Streamers and Content Creators care about these things. They have no
use to most VR players. Having to start a Kickstarter is a crystal clear red light. Lighthouse is
dead you elitist. Needs software and use cases. Ive had the Oculus Rift CV1 and now the Index,
a few friends and my boss have the Oculus Quest and love the simplicity of it, literally plug and
play. Will base stations be a thing of the past? As for now, when im in VR i dont see the stations
and have never lost tracking unless im clearly get outside of my bounds which are pretty large
The Vive Lighthouses are atm an industry standard for working in VR. Glad to see steps being
taken to improve the body tracking experience. Really hope we can get feet into the mix in the
near future. For me, the biggest moment where I really wished I had foot tracking was in
Half-Life: Alyx and a headcrab was crawling on the ground near me. It would have been pretty
awesome to boot it across the room to give me time to reload and aim my gun. Boneworks
could ;-. Super-excited about this. But unfortunately, HTC priced them out of range for most
people, plus, they are just too bulky. I think they should look into making a longer thinner one,
or maybe they could make it work with this one, where it can attach to a phone. Maybe these
guys could make steam compatible controllers more like the Oculus touch controllers. If I had
the know how I would do it. The most important problem to be solved is the detection range of
the base station, 7 meter is too short. Another problem is the limitation of the total number of
base stations used. Most normal users in blocks of flats are happy with 2x3m playspace, you
know. IMHO the most important problem to solve isâ€¦ price. Very cool! These devices are very
interesting for who does full body tracking, lbvr, etc! Wonder why each tracker needs a devoted
USB port? A few streamers in VRChat rejoice, while the rest of us shrug and try to think of any
real use they might have. Or Eye Tracking. Or Face tracking. Or Lighter Headsets. Or better
resolution. Or full wireless. Or ending the walled garden of Oculus. Or more headset
competition. Or AAA Game releases. Or lower VR gear prices. Sign in. Forgot your password?
Get help. Password recovery. Road to VR. Hardware Reviews. Top Picks. Email Address:. Image
courtesy Tundra Labs. Jerald Doerr. Lulu Vi Britannia. Being able to hit enemies with your feet,
being able to avoid enemies in a more accurate way, and overall having a better immersionâ€¦
VR is awesome, but as of today, it could already be much better. Ryan McClelland. Charissa
Brown. TonyVT SkarredGhost. Niclas Johansson. Sounds awesome! Will lay back money for the
Kickstarter. Rogue Transfer. Chloe Mcholoe. You can probably sell then easily. They are very
popular for VRChat. Yeah, I know. But the point is those people specifically want it for social
VR. The big question is: how many of them would also use it in an action game to kick enemies
etc? The fear of devs is: almost no oneâ€¦. Andrew Jakobs. Arno van Wingerde. Kevin White. If
that is true, then it is quite sad. This may also be used for the initialization to know absolute
positions of every unit. Why do you think this happens? Three letters: FBT. Walter Sharrow.
Maxwell Stein. Doctor Bambi. Does Tundra Labs have a discord or some other way to contact
them? Also, wonder if they took out the Blue Tooth connection? Latest Headlines. Feb 19, Feb
18, Feb 12, Make Tracker. Model Tundra It features a spacious interior, sleek lines and a rugged
disposition. Beam: 8 ft. Cranking Battery Interstate? Model Tundra 18 WT. Model Tundra 18 SC.
The Tundra 18 SC combines the sensational formed-aluminum technology with the rugged
durability of. It also has an innovative "I" beam stringer system for additional strength. Standard
features include a Minn Kota trolling motor, Lowrance fish finder, gallon aerated and
recirculated livewell, baitwell with removable bucket, Interstate cranking and trolling batteries,
gear and rod storage and a color-coordinated factory matched trailer. Model Tundra DC Trolling
Motor. Full Cover. Bait bucket. Bow Pedestal Seat. Rod Storage Locker. Excellent Condition.

Consignment City Marine offers this information in good faith but cannot guarantee its accuracy
nor warranty the vessel in any way. Built from aluminum-alloy, the Tundra is lighter and
requires less horsepower, and therefore, less gas. This hull is more durable than fiberglass,
providing years and years of durable use. But most of all - it's as smooth as glass when running
on rough water. Tracker also uses a proven automotive paint process that bakes on the finish to
keep this boat looking good in a variety of colors and combinations. The Tundra comes
professionally rigged with all the latest fishability features like two extra large rod lockers.
They'll even hold big muskie rods. Two aerated baitwells forward and aft are well within reach plus, they're at gunnel level. The cockpit is comfortable, and all gauges and controls are easily
seen and within reach. With a inch beam, the Tundra was designed with storage in mind.
There's even a ski locker. Model Tundra 20 Sport. The Tundra 20 Sport is the most
technologically advanced Deep V aluminum sport combo available from any
manufacturerâ€”combining fishing features and family-friendly amenities in a stunning
walk-thru design. Powered by the strong and reliable Mercury Optimax, this big Tundra is
loaded with hydraulic steering, bimini top and is water ready! All of our boats are serviced and
inspected by our in-house mechanics and nothing leaves here until it is water ready. With only
40 hours this is a no brainer. These boats are hard to find and very desirable. This one will not
last. For more information on this or any of our other boats call or visit our website WWW.
Tracker also uses a proven automotive paint process that bakes on the finish to keep this boat
looking good. Outstanding fishing boat with very little use. This boat has always been stored
indoors and only seen sun during use. Complete package with fish finder, electric trolling
motor, live wells, large custom made bimini top and full cover! Please contact our sales
department for more info on this great boat. This boat is equipped with Eagle fish finder, Jensen
CD player, rod storage, bow and rear baitwells, livewell and a Minnkota PowerDrive U2 70 lb
trolling motor. Call for more info Engine has approximately hours of use. Boat has an 8-foot
beam. Boat is years old and has been stored under cover, minor cosmetic repairs. Selling
because I never have the chance to use it. By using this site, you agree to our Terms of Use. I
thought I would get more use of it, but I have not. My loss your gain. This boat has a unique
layout and is ideally suited for both family as well as for fishing. It comes with 2 motors, the one
for trolling has electric starting capabilities. There is not an hour meter that I know of, however
my guess would be around 35 hours of operation is all you will find on the hp motor and
probably around 4 hours on the 9. The boat is devilishly fast. If I remember correctly it will go
over 50mph. With the V style hull it has a safe and comfortable ride for all fresh water
conditions. The interior as you can see in the photographs is in like new condition, with no rips,
tears or stains. This has been always been stored inside with the cover on. Don't wait on this
one, it's a "cream puff". Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns. Model 18
Tundra. A hp Mercury Optimax direct-injected outboard with power trim powers this aluminum
fishing boat. This package is in good condition overall with minimal wear and engine hours. It
has been inspected by our factory-trained technicians and is mechanically sound. Trades will
be considered and delivery is available. Competitive financing rates and terms are also
available. Leaders RPM is one of the largest marine and powersports dealers in the Midwest
with over 70, sq ft of showroom, parts, and service under one roof located in Kalamazoo, MI.
Toledo, OH. Apollo Beach, FL. Elbridge, NY. Chicago, IL. Lake Havasu City, AZ. Temecula, CA.
North Terre Haute, IN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Boats for Sale Tracker Tundra.
Year Make Tracker Model Tundra Year - Make - Model -. Category - Length - Posted Over 1
Month. Prev 1 2 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No
Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Tracker. Model Tundra 18 WT. Trolling Motor. Full Cover. Bait
bucket. Bow Pedestal Seat. Rod Storage Locker. Excellent Condition. Built from aluminum-alloy,
the Tundra is lighter and requires less horsepower, and therefore, less gas. This hull is more
durable than fiberglass, providing years and years of durable use. But most of all - it's as
smooth as glass when running on rough water. Tracker also uses a proven automotive paint
process that bakes on the finish to keep this boat looking good. The Tundra comes p
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rofessionally rigged with all the latest fishability features like two extra large rod lockers.
They'll even hold big muskie rods. Two aerated baitwells forward and aft are well within reach plus, they're at gunnel level. The cockpit is comfortable, and all gauges and controls are easily
seen and within reach. With a inch beam, the Tundra was designed with storage in mind.
There's even a ski locker. This boat is equipped with Eagle fish finder, Jensen CD player, rod
storage, bow and rear baitwells, livewell and a Minnkota PowerDrive U2 70 lb trolling motor. Call

for more info Harwood, MD. Duette, FL. Between, GA. Cashion Community, TX. Temecula, CA.
Baytown, TX. Elephant Butte, NM. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Boats for Sale
Tracker Tundra 18 Wt. Year Make Tracker Model -. Category - Length - Posted Over 1 Month.
Make Tracker 6. State California 3 Illinois 1 Indiana 1 Pennsylvania 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear
Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

